A rotary actuator assembly is provided for actuation of an upper arm assembly for a dexterous humanoid robot. The upper arm assembly for the humanoid robot includes a plurality of arm support frames each defining an axis. A plurality of rotary actuator assemblies are each mounted to one of the plurality of arm support frames about the respective axes. Each rotary actuator assembly includes a motor mounted about the respective axis, a gear drive rotatably connected to the motor, and a torsion spring. The torsion spring has a spring input that is rotatably connected to an output of the gear drive and a spring output that is connected to an output for the joint.
ROTOR SERIES ELASTIC ACTUATOR

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

This invention was made with government support under NASA Space Act Agreement number SAA-AT-07-003. The government may have certain rights in the invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the motion control of a humanoid robot, and more specifically an actuation system and packaging for an upper arm of the humanoid robot.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Robots are automated devices that are able to manipulate objects using a series of rigid links, which in turn are interconnected via articulations or motor-driven robotic joints. Each joint in a typical robot represents an independent control variable, also referred to as a degree of freedom (DOF). End-effectors are the particular links used for performing a task at hand, e.g., grasping a work tool or an object. Therefore, precise motion control of a robot may be organized by the level of task specification: object level control, i.e., the ability to control the behavior of an object held in a single or cooperative grasp of a robot, end-effector control, and joint level control. Collectively, the various control levels cooperate to achieve the required robotic mobility, dexterity, and work-task-related functionality.

Humanoid robots in particular are robots having an approximately human structure or appearance, whether a full body, a torso, and/or an appendage, with the structural complexity of the humanoid robot being largely dependent upon the nature of the work task being performed. The use of humanoid robots may be preferred where direct interaction is required with devices or systems that are specifically made for human use. Due to the wide spectrum of work tasks that may be expected of a humanoid robot, different control modes may be simultaneously required. For example, precise control must be applied within the different spaces noted above, as well control over the applied torque or force, motion, and the various grasp types.

In order to approximate human movement each joint within the robot requires at least one actuator for each DOF. Additionally, these actuators must be packaged in an arrangement that approximately represents human structure and appearance.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, rotary actuator assembly is provided herein for actuation of an upper arm assembly for a dexterous humanoid robot. The rotary actuator assembly includes a support frame defining an axis and a motor mounted about the axis within the support frame. A gear drive is rotatably connected to the motor and is also mounted within the support frame about the axis. A torsion spring is connected to an input of the gear drive and a spring output that is connected to an output for the actuator assembly. The torsion spring has a spring input that is rotatably connected to an output of the gear drive and a spring output that is connected to an output for the actuator assembly.

The above features and advantages and other features and advantages of the present invention are readily apparent from the following detailed description of the best modes for carrying out the invention when taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective illustration of a dexterous humanoid robot in accordance with the invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective illustration of an upper arm and rotary actuator assembly for the dexterous humanoid robot of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is schematic perspective illustration of a support frame and rotary actuator assembly for one joint of the upper arm for the dexterous humanoid robot of FIGS. 1 and 2;

FIG. 4 is a schematic perspective illustration of a rotary actuator assembly for the upper arm of the dexterous humanoid robot of FIG. 1-3;

FIG. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional illustration of the rotary series elastic actuator assembly for the dexterous humanoid robot of FIG. 1-4;

FIG. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional illustration of a motor and brake for the rotary actuator assembly for the dexterous humanoid robot of FIG. 1-5; and

FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view of a rotational position sensor for the rotary actuator assembly for the dexterous humanoid robot of FIG. 1-6.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

With reference to the drawings, wherein like reference numbers refer to the same or similar components throughout the several views, FIG. 1 shows a dexterous humanoid robot adapted to perform one or more tasks with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF).

The humanoid robot may include a head, torso, waist, arms, hands, fingers, and thumbs, with the various joints being disposed within or therebetween. The robot may also include a task suitable fixture or base (not shown) such as legs, treads, or another moveable or fixed base depending on the particular application or intended use of the robot. A power supply may be integral to the robot, e.g., a rechargeable battery pack carried or worn on the back of the torso or another suitable energy supply to provide sufficient electrical energy to the various joints for movement of the same.

According to one embodiment, the robot is configured with a plurality of independently and interdependently moveable robotic joints, such as but not limited to a shoulder joint assembly (arrow A), an elbow joint assembly (arrow B), a wrist joint assembly (arrow C), a neck joint assembly (arrow D), and a waist joint assembly (arrow E), as well as the various finger joint assemblies (not numbered) positioned between the phalanges of each robotic finger.

Each robotic joint may have one or more DOF. For example, certain joints such as the shoulder joint assembly (arrow A) and elbow joint assembly (arrow B) may have at least two DOF in the form of pitch and roll. Likewise, the neck joint assembly (arrow D) may have at least three DOF, while the waist and wrist assemblies (arrows E and C, respectively) may have one or more DOF. Depending on task complexity,
the robot 10 may move with over 40 DOF. Although not shown in FIG. 1 for simplicity, each robotic joint contains and is driven by one or more actuators, e.g., joint motors, linear actuators, rotary actuators, and the like.

The arm 16 is divided into an upper arm 22 and a lower arm (or forearm) 24. The upper arm 22 extends from the shoulder joint assembly (arrow A) to the elbow joint assembly (arrow B). Extending from the elbow joint (arrow B) is the lower arm 24, hands 18, fingers 19, and thumbs 21. For the purpose of simplification, as described herein, the upward direction is toward the head 12 and the downward direction is toward the waist 15. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that since the robot 10 is intended to simulate a humanoid, the various extremities—e.g., the arms 16 including upper arms 22, lower arms 24, and hands 18, etc.—will be symmetrical and essentially include an identical symmetrical skeletal structure on both the left and right sides. Therefore, when viewed frontally, as in FIG. 1, the right arm 16 and right hand 18 will actually be on the left of the drawing.

Referring to FIG. 2, the upper arm 22 is illustrated. Although only one upper arm 22 for the arms 16 is shown, both the left and the right arms 16 operate in the same manner as described below. The upper arm 22 has a shoulder joint assembly (arrow A) that includes a first shoulder joint S1 providing a first DOF, and second shoulder joint S2 providing a second DOF, and a third shoulder joint S3 providing a third degree of freedom. Together the first through third shoulder joints S1, S2, S3 perform the movements that represent the movements a human shoulder can perform. Specifically, rotation of the first shoulder joint S1 about a first shoulder axis A1 moves a second shoulder axis A2 for the second shoulder joint S2 into a desired position. Based upon the position of the first shoulder joint S1, rotation of the second shoulder joint S2 about the second shoulder axis A2 then moves the arm 16 up and down relative to the torso 14, or forward and backward relative to the torso 14 or some combination thereof. The third shoulder joint S3 rotates the upper arm 22 about a third shoulder axis A3. Rotation of the third shoulder joint S3 rotates the upper arm 22 axially, i.e. rotation of the third shoulder joint S3 rotates the elbow joint assembly (arrow B) to face upwards or downwards. Therefore, together the first shoulder joint S1, the second shoulder joint S2, and the third shoulder joint S3 perform the motions of a shoulder joint assembly (arrow A).

The upper arm 22 also includes an elbow joint assembly (arrow B), which includes a first elbow joint L1 and a second elbow joint L2. The first elbow joint L1 and the second elbow joint L2 each provide a degree of freedom. Together the first elbow joint L1, and the second elbow joint L2 perform the movements that represent the movements that a human elbow and forearm can perform. Rotation of the first elbow joint L1 about a first elbow axis B1 causes the upper arm 22 below the elbow joint assembly (arrow B) to bend and straighten. Additionally, rotation of the second elbow joint L2 about a second elbow axis B2 causes the upper arm 22 below the elbow joint assembly (arrow B) to rotate axially, i.e. rotation of the second elbow joint L2 about the second elbow axis B2 rotates the lower arm 24 and hand 18 (FIG. 1) to face palm up or down.

Each of the upper arm joints S1, S2, S3, L1, L2 operate in the same manner but are oriented in different directions, as shown, to rotate about their specific axes A1, A2, A3, B1, B2 respectively. The upper arm joints S1, S2, S3, L1, L2 each includes a rotary series elastic actuator assembly 26. The rotary series elastic actuator assembly 26 for each of the upper arm joints S1, S2, S3, L1, L2 may be sized according to the packaging, torque, and power requirements at that joint. In the embodiment shown, the first shoulder joint S1 and the second shoulder joint S2 are the same size and capacity as one another, the third shoulder joint S3 and the first elbow joint L1 are the same size and capacity as one another, and the second elbow joint L2 is another size and capacity. The packaging for the arm 16, including the actuator assembly 26, is such that the overall weight of the arm is less than the payload the arm is capable of manipulating.

As explained below, each of the upper arm joints S1, S2, S3, L1, L2 can operate by rotating in either clockwise or counter-clockwise about their respective axes A1, A2, A3, B1, B2. Additionally, the waist joint assembly (arrow E) may also include a rotary series elastic actuator assembly 26 and operate in the same manner as described herein.

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4 the actuator assembly 26 for the third shoulder joint S3 is illustrated. Operation of the actuators 26 is explained with respect to the third shoulder joint S3, although the actuators 26 for each of the other upper arm joints S1, S2, L1, L2 and the waist joint assembly (arrow E) operate in the same manner.

The actuator assembly 26 includes a motor 28, a gear drive 30, and a spring 36. A first absolute position sensor (APS) 34 and a second APS 36 are located between the gear drive 30 and the spring 32. The actuator assembly 26 is supported on a first arm support frame 40. Torque can be transferred through the actuator assembly 26 in either direction. Therefore, for the purpose of description, the joint “output” is labeled as the spring 32 end of the actuator assembly 26. The first arm support frame 40 is described as the “stationary” portion of the joint and the joint “output” at the spring 32 is described as the “rotational” portion of the actuator assembly 26. However, in practice, the joint “output” may be held stationary and the relative rotation by the actuator assembly 26 may rotate the joint “input”. In the embodiment shown, holding the joint “output” stationary for the third shoulder joint would cause the first arm support frame 40 to rotate and move the elbow joint assembly (arrow B) to face up or down.

The first arm support frame 40 is rigidly secured on an input side 38 of the actuator assembly 26. A second arm support frame 44 is rotatably connected on an output side 42 of the actuator assembly 26. The first arm support frame 40 and the second arm support frame 44 rotate relative to one another during operation of the third shoulder joint S3. In addition to supporting the input side 38 for the third shoulder joint S3, the first arm support frame 40 also supports an input 46 for the first elbow joint L1 and the rotatable second arm frame portion 44 is connected to an output 48 for the second shoulder joint S2.

A cavity 50 is defined by the first arm support frame 40. The cavity 50 is used for the circuit boards and wiring (not shown) for the third shoulder joint S3 and the first elbow joint L1. Because torque can be transferred through the actuators 26 in either direction (input to output or output to input) the orientation of the actuator assembly 26 can be arranged in either direction. Therefore, adjacent positioned joints (in the embodiment shown the third shoulder joint S3 and the first elbow joint L1) may be arranged to have facing joint inputs 38 and 46. In this manner, the circuitry and wiring for multiple joints (the third shoulder joint S3 and the first elbow joint L1) may easily be located in one cavity 50. Likewise, the second shoulder joint S2 will have an output portion (i.e. the spring 32 end of the joint) facing the output of third shoulder joint S3 and the input portion facing the first shoulder joint S1. The circuitry and wiring for the first shoulder joint S1 and the second shoulder joint S2 are located in a cavity 51 defined by the second arm support frame 44 (shown in FIG. 2).

The spring 32 is a planar torsion spring that includes at least one hard stop 33. The hard stop 33 limits the available deflec-
tion of the spring 32 to prevent plastic deformation of the spring 32. In the embodiment shown the hard stop 33 allows up to 5 degrees of spring deflection. Spring deflection may occur due to the weight of the arm 16 or force input from the object 26 in the environment (shown in FIG. 1). A spring input 76 is located at an inner bolt circle for the spring 32 and a spring output 78 is located at an outer bolt circle for the spring 32.

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional schematic illustration of the actuator assembly 26. The actuator assembly 26 is mounted around the third shoulder axis A3. A tube 53 defines an internal wire channel 52 which is arranged concentrically about the third shoulder axis A3. The internal wire channel 52 allows for wiring for shoulder joint S3 and subsequent joints to pass through the actuator assembly 26 into the cavity 50 (shown in FIG. 3).

As mentioned above, the actuator assembly 26 includes the motor 28, the gear drive 30 and the spring 32. The motor 28 includes a brake 54 nested within the motor 28 to reduce the packaging area required for the actuator assembly 26. Motor 28 is connected to a gear drive so sensor 104 acts to determine the rotary position of the rotor 58. The rotational position sensor 104 is preferably a position encoder that is positioned concentrically about the third shoulder axis A3 adjacent to the motor 28 and the brake 54. The rotational position sensor 104 includes a first stationary portion 106 and the second rotary portion 108 which rotates with the rotor 58. The first stationary portion 106 moves between the joint output 40 and 50 which are secured to the motor 28 or other drive train components in between the rotor 58 and the first APS 34. The information from the first APS 34 (shown in FIGS. 4 and 5), the second APS 36 (shown in FIGS. 4 and 5) and the rotational position sensor 104 can be compared with one another as an additional safety measure. If a discrepancy is detected between the expected values of the first APS 34, the second APS 36 and the rotational position sensor 104, the joint can be prevented from moving to protect against damage to the third shoulder joint S3.

Therefore, five sensors including the first APS 34, the second APS 36, the first temperature sensor 100, the second temperature sensor 102 and the rotational position sensor 104 are packaged within and utilized by the actuator assembly 26. While the best modes for carrying out the invention have been described in detail, those familiar with the art to which this invention relates will recognize various alternative designs and embodiments for practicing the invention within the scope of the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A rotary actuator assembly comprising:
   a generally circular support frame defining an axis;
   a motor mounted about the axis within the support frame;
   a gear drive rotatably connected to the motor and mounted within the support frame about the axis;
   a torsion spring having a spring input and a spring output, wherein the spring input is rotatably connected to an output of the gear drive and the torsion spring is mounted within the support frame;
   a joint output connected to the spring output;
   a first absolute position sensor having a first stationary portion and a first rotary portion;
   a second absolute position sensor having a second stationary portion and a second rotary portion;
   wherein the first stationary portion and the second stationary portion are secured to the support frame;
wherein the first rotary portion is secured to the output of the gear drive to sense the rotational position of the gear drive output relative to the support frame; wherein the second rotary portion is secured to the spring output to sense the rotational position of the joint output relative to the support frame; and wherein the difference in the position of the first rotary portion and the second rotary portion is the amount of deflection of the torsion spring.

2. The rotary actuator assembly of claim 1, further including:
   a brake mounted within the support frame and about the axis;
   wherein the motor has a generally annular shape; and
   wherein at least a portion of the brake is positioned within the annular opening between the motor and the axis.

3. The rotary actuator assembly of claim 1, wherein a tube is mounted within the support frame along the axis, and wherein the tube defines a wire channel centrally located within the support frame.

4. The rotary actuator assembly of claim 2, further including:
   a first temperature sensor located within the motor;
   a second temperature sensor located within the brake; and
   a rotational sensor mounted to the frame support to measure a rotational position of the motor output.

5. The rotary actuator assembly of claim 1, wherein the torsion spring includes at least one hard stop feature to limit the rotational deflection of the rotary actuator assembly.

6. The rotary joint assembly of claim 1, further including:
   a general circular arm support frame defining an axis;
   a motor mounted about the axis within the support frame;
   a gear drive rotatably connected to the motor and mounted within the support frame about the axis;
   a torsion spring having a spring input and a spring output, wherein the spring input is rotatably connected to an output of the gear drive; and
   a rotational sensor mounted to the frame support to measure a rotational position of the motor output.

7. The rotary joint assembly of claim 6, further including:
   a brake mounted within the support frame and about the axis;
   wherein the motor has a generally annular shape; and
   wherein at least a portion of the brake is positioned within the annular opening between the motor and the axis.